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Synthesis of the System

Characterization

Photocatalysis

Conclusion

The SALI is done in a single reaction where the molecular catalyst

Cobaloxime was dissolved in DMF, the pristine NU-1000 was then

suspended in that solution and left overnight in the oven at 65°C.[1],[3]

IR spectrum of the

loaded MOF show

additional peaks of

Cobaloxime.

Solid state UV-Vis

spectra: 

a higher loading

→ increase in 

absorption at 

600 nm

High crystallinity and

additional reflex in the

PXRD-patterns of the

loaded MOF 

observable.

loading wt% Co nmol/mgMOF TON after 

27h

2Co 1.3 220.6 179.7

Co 0.6 101.8 283.8

1/2Co* 0.3 50.9 749.8

elemental analysis:

Graphical illustration of the photocatalytic H2 evolution from

protons by the molecular catalyst Cobaloxime embeded into

the MOF NU-1000.

*Actually not determined but calculated values.

The photocatalytic

reactions were

performed in an air

tight Schlenk flask

and a MeCN/1M

HCl (40/1) mixture

as solvent under a

Argon atmosphere

irradiated by a LED

with a wavelength

of 450 nm.

High developed photocatalytic systems can be a great addition to future energy production and improve the understanding of even more complex

systems. This poster presents a novel artificial photosynthesis-like system consisting of a cobalt-based molecular catalyst incorporated in a MOF.

The loaded MOFs are relatively easy to synthsize and show a high activity and selectivity towards the hydrogen evolution reaction. Furthermore,

the embeded Cobaloxime is more stable than it is as homogenous catalyst. This example demonstrates that the favorable properties of both

worlds, heterogenous and homogenous catalysis, can be combined. Also it was observed that the lower the loading was the higher was the

turnover number (TON). That observation is supported by time resolved emission spectroscopy (TRES) where the quenching was more effective

the lower the loading was. Still the novel system needs more optimization and perhaps it is even possible to carry it out in water as solvent.

Synthesis of the incorporated Cobaloxime.

Photocatalytic H2 production will be a

powerful tool once the energy production

will be shifted from fossil fuels to renewable

sources. In this poster a novel

photocatalytic system is introduced

composed by a molecular catalyst

Cobaloxime and the metal-organic

framework (MOF) NU-1000.[1],[²]

Loading and Photophysical

Properties

TONs of the different loadings 2Co, Co and 1/2Co.

TRES spectra of the Co@NU-1000 with different loadings. 

→ Investigation of the photophysical

properties show that the quenching of the

excited state is more efficient with lower

loadings.


